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The  fireball  from  this  week’s  blast  in  Ankara  had  barely  begun  to  fade  before  the  world
begun  bracing  itself  for  the  predictable  accusation  that  Syria’s  Kurdish  YPG (People’s
Protection  Units)  were  behind  the  blast.  This  is  because  Turkey  has  developed  a
transparently cynical strategy of staging blasts throughout its territory and behind to stoke
fears, justify condemnation and retaliation and demonize not only it own enemies, but those
of its partners in NATO and particularly, those of the United States.

Syria’s YPG was the obvious target of this blast and the barrage of accusations and threats
that quickly followed because it is the YPG together with Syrian and Russian forces that now
threaten to  finally  foil  the  US-NATO-GCC proxy by  closing the  Afrin-Jarabulus  corridor,  and
specifically, the pivotal city of Azaz, located in Syria right along the Syrian-Turkish border.

For years Azaz has served as a nexus for foreign-backed militant operations not only in
northern Syria,  but as a logistical  hub supplying terrorist  operations all  throughout the
country. Its seizure by either Syria’s Kurdish YPG or the SAA (Syrian Arab Army) would
effectively hobble US-NATO-GCC’s proxy war, at least in the north.

Tripping in a Tangled Web of Treachery

Over the past week, Turkey has been shelling Syrian territory, concentrating its firepower on
a southwest road leading to the city of Azaz. Kurdish YPG forces have been advancing up
the road, lined on both sides by small farmers and accompanying civilian houses in a bid to
liberate the city long-held by both IS (Islamic State) and Al Qaeda affiliates including Jabhat
al Nusra (a US State Department listed foreign terrorist organization).

Despite the bombardment, the fate of US-NATO-GCC backed terrorists held up there is
inevitably doomed. Just after the blast and amid threats by Ankara to retaliate not only
against  the  YPG,  but  he  Syrian  government  itself,  some  500  terrorists  described  as
“Islamists” by the London Guardian crossed over the Turkish border and headed to Azaz as
reinforcements.

Keen readers will notice the term “Islamist” is often used as a somewhat more ambiguous
label  to  avoid  accurately  describing  the  fighters  as  either  Al  Qaeda  affiliates  or  IS  itself.
Together with continued artillery fire from Turkey, what the world now sees is NATO openly
fighting a combined arms battle against Syria alongside Al Qaeda shock troops.

Ankara’s threats against the YPG and the Syrian government is  particularly ironic.  The
Washington Post in its report “Turkey accuses a Syrian Kurd of bombing Ankara and vows to
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retaliate,” claims:

[Turkish  Prime  Minister]  Davutoglu  said  he  also  held  embattled  Syrian
President  Bashar  al-Assad responsible  because  Assad and his  government
have acknowledged on a number of occasions that they provide arms to the
YPG.

However, this logic quickly breaks down when one considers the United States has also
acknowledged on a number of occasions that it provided not only arms to the YPG, but also
aircover.

Perhaps  the  United  States  and  their  junior  partners  in  Ankara  believe  the  public  has
forgotten such headlines as that in the Wall Street Journal, “U.S. Airdrops Weapons and
Supplies to Besieged Syrian Kurds in Kobani,” which reported:

The U.S. dropped weapons, ammunition and medical supplies to Syrian Kurds
fighting Islamic State extremists in the embattled city of Kobani,  U.S. officials
said Sunday. Three U.S. C-130 cargo planes began dropping the weapons and
supplies, provided by Kurdish authorities in Iraq, on Sunday, the officials said.
Over several hours, the U.S. dropped 27 bundles of small arms, ammunition
and supplies.

The London Guardian’s “US-led air  strikes hit  key Isis targets amid battle with Kurdish
forces,” points out that:

US-led coalition jets struck Islamic State positions in north-east Syria for the
second day in a row on Saturday, in an area where the militants are battling
Kurdish forces, a Kurdish official and a group monitoring the war said.

Despite the “logic” underpinning Ankara’s accusations and threats against both the YPG and
Damascus, none should expect similar threats or retaliations to materialize against the
United States, who has maintained a military presence for decades inside Turkey, itself a
NATO member since the conclusion of the Second World War.

Instead, what we see is the total breakdown in the US-NATO-GCC narrative used to carry
this  conflict  onward  since  2011.  The  battle  along  Syria’s  border  is  clearly  not  about  any
threat the YPG or the Syrian government pose to Turkey or any other NATO or GGC member.
Instead, the battle along the border is clearly about the imminent strangulation of US-NATO-
GCC supply lines that have fed what is now clearly appearing to be a foreign invasion, not a
“civil war.”

When Syria’s borders are closed, and the “civil war” evaporates, it will be proof-positive of
the ploy these foreign powers have attempted to play against Syria, and will ultimately
derail similar conspiracies being organized and arrayed against other nations across the
entire planet.

For the people of Turkey, with yet another blast tearing through their capital and spilling the
blood of their brothers and sisters, once again coincidentally times to break a geopolitical
impasse their current government faces amid its schemes abroad, they are surely taking
stock  of  the  increasing  price  they  have  so  far  paid  for  this  conflict,  and  extrapolating  the
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debt they will incur should it be allowed to continue on even a day further.

Ulson Gunnar is a New York-based geopolitical analyst and writer especially for the online
magazine “New Eastern Outlook”
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